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Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"

●  Two black holes in a tight orbit"
●  Period shrinking due to loss of energy to gravitational waves"
●  Final coalescence into a single black hole"

"
●  Powerful gravitational waves radiated in last several tenths of a 

second  –  ‘ripples in spacetime’"
●  On earth, transition from single-cell to multicellular life forms"
●  The arrival of these waves at earth will be termed GW150914"
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Outline"
●  A timeline of GW150914"
●  Some history of gravitational waves, and experiments"
●  Initial LIGO, Advanced LIGO"
●  The Event itself, GW150914"
●  Some results and conclusions"
●  Outlook"
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100 years ago"
●  General Relativity is published in 1915 by former 

patent clerk, now Professor, A. Einstein"
●  First paper indicating that gravitational waves (GW)  

in 1916"
»  Contains an algebraic error, leading Einstein to think that no 

energy is carried by GWs"

●  Second paper in 1918 corrects this error, but 
Einstein indicates that the effect is of no practical 
interest since the effect is too small to be detected"

Meanwhile…."
●  The gravitational waves from the binary black-hole 

merger cross Gacrux, a star in the Southern Cross"
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Gravitational waves"
●  Distortions in space-time, generated 

by changing quadrupole moments 
such as in co-orbiting objects, 
spinning asymmetric objects"

●  Interact weakly with matter - even 
densest systems transparent to 
gravitational waves "

●  An entirely new phenomenon with 
which to explore the universe"

h = ΔL( f )
L

Physically, gravitational  
waves are strains:  
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A half-century ago  
!

●  Gertsenstein and Pustovoit, 1963: theoretical 
study of using laser interferometry to detect 
GWs (Russian)"

●  Others re-invent the notion – among them Joe 
Weber, who pioneered experimental searches 
for GWs, in developing ‘acoustic bar’ sensors"

●  In 1972, Rainer Weiss publishes an internal 
MIT report"

»  Sets the concept and scale of LIGO"
»  This roadmap contains also noise sources and how to 

manage them"
●  Interest grows in Max Planck Garching 

(Germany), U. Glasgow, Caltech in this 
interferometric technique"

●  GW150914 passes HR 2225 in Canis Major"
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Neutron Binary System – Hulse & 
Taylor"

PSR 1913 + 16  -- Timing of pulsars"

•	
17 / sec"

Neutron Binary System 
•  separated by 106 miles 
•  m1 = 1.4m!; m2 = 1.36m!; ε = 0.617 
 
Prediction from general relativity 
•  spiral in by 3 mm/orbit 
•  rate of change orbital period 

•	
~ 8 hr 

Emission of gravitational waves 

Four decades ago"
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Two decades ago"
●  Caltech and MIT propose to the NSF to establish Observatories"
●  Proposal states clearly that the initial detectors only have a 

chance of detections, and that upgraded detectors must be 
accommodated and foreseen"

"
●  Artist’s conception of  

what an observatory 
might look like"

●  GW150914 passing  
82 Eridani…"
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Caltech 

MIT 

●  Mission: to develop gravitational-wave detectors, 
and to operate them as astrophysical 
observatories"

●  Jointly managed by Caltech and MIT; responsible 
for operating LIGO Hanford  
and Livingston Observatories "

●  Requires instrument science at the frontiers of 
physics fundamental limits"

LIGO Laboratory: two observatories, 
Caltech and MIT campuses"

LIGO Livingston 
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LIGO Scientific 
Collaboration"

●  900+ members, 80+ institutions, 17 countries"

https://www.zeemaps.com/map?group=245330 roster.ligo.org 



Astrophysical sources of 
gravitational waves"

Casey Reed, Penn State "

Credit: AEI, CCT, LSU"

Coalescing 
Compact Binary 
Systems: Neutron 
Star-NS, Black 
Hole-NS, BH-BH!

- Strong emitters, 
well-modeled, "
- (effectively) 
transient"

Credit: Chandra X-ray Observatory "

Asymmetric Core 
Collapse 
Supernovae!
- Weak emitters, 
not well-modeled 
(‘bursts’), transient "
- Also: cosmic 
strings, SGRs, 
pulsar glitches "

NASA/WMAP Science Team "

Cosmic Gravitational-
wave Background!
- Residue of the Big 
Bang"
- Long duration,  
stochastic background"

Spinning neutron 
stars!
- (nearly) monotonic 
waveform"
- Long duration"
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Within 10 years"

●  Advanced LIGO is funded in 2006: an upgrade  
of all components, 10x better sensitivity"
!

●  Initial LIGO deinstallation Oct 20, 2010, 
installation starts for Advanced LIGO after"
»  GWs from the BH-BH cross Alpha 

Centauri, the closest star,  
just 4.4 light years away" 14"



Michelson interfometers"



Optical configuration"

Complete detector description in 
Class. Quantum Grav. 32 (2015) 074001 
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Pre-stabilized Laser Active Seismic Isolation ‘Test Mass’ Mirror 

Input Optics 

Output Mode Cleaner 

Auxiliary Laser  
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Advanced 
LIGO 
goal 

Initial LIGO reach 
~20Mpc 

Advanced LIGO reach 
~200Mpc 



Better  
seismic  
isolation Higher 

power 
laser Better  

test masses 
and  

suspension 
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Sensitivity for first Observing run O1"

Initial LIGO 

O1 aLIGO 

Design aLIGO 

Broadband, 
Factor ~3 

improvement 

At ~40 Hz, 
Factor ~100 
improvement 
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GW150914"
●  Early morning of Sep 14, at each LIGO site, only an operator 

and a couple of scientists are present"
●  Scientists and grad students make final electronic logs and 

leave site"
●  GW150914 passes through Livingston site at 09:50:45 UTC, 

and 6.9ms later, through the Hanford site (02:50:45 Pacific time)"
●  Within 3 minutes it is detected by online search codes"

Hanford Livingston 
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Time series!
●  Within ~15m, postdocs at AEI see the trigger in our GW database, 

suspect it is either a signal or an injection"
●  By 9am Pacific we know it is not a blind injection: we freeze the sites for 

a month, poll the sites, begin accumulating background data…"
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Time trace from Hanford, high- and 
low-pass filtered to make signal 
more evident. Signal in-band for 
~0.2 secs. Amplitude ~1x10-21  



Time trace from Hanford and 
Livingston; Hanford inverted 

(observatory orientation is 180),  
and shifted by 6.9 msec  

(the observatories are separated by 
10 msec time of flight). Source is in 

a partial annulus in the Southern 
hemisphere.  



Best fit waveform, assuming 
Einstein’s GR, using numerical 

relativity calculations, and putting in 
the same high/low pass filtering (so 
no long sinusoidal precursor). Same 

fit matches both observatories. 



Real time-series data,  
minus best fit GR waveform:  
Shows only noise in residual. 







Templates and the search for 
compact binaries"

Binary BH-BH system 
This source:"

“Chirp” waveform 

h 

Produces this waveform: 

Buried in this noise stream: 

We use different 
methods (in this case 
matched templating) to 
pull these signals from 
the noise:    
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Detection confidence"
●  First seen with a ‘burst’ on-line detection system, but best statistical confidence 

measure obtained with a template search based on GR, and numerical solutions"
●  ‘Off-source’ background built up using non-physical time slides (>10 msec)"
●  Equivalent of 600,000 years  

of background used"
●  GW150914 had detection statistic far  

larger than any background event"
●  False Alarm rate <1/203,000  

years, corresponding to 5.1σ."

●  A very large SNR in quiet data."

G1600356-v1 



Best match from GR"
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Source characteristics"
●  3 M!  radiated in GWs;     

36 + 29 = 62....+3"
●  Degeneracy in position and 

distance (only 2 detectors… 
need Virgo!)"

»  In the Southern Hemisphere, an 
annulus with some preference in 
angle"

●  Alerted EM partners, a 
group of over 60 telescope 
collaborations for follow-up"

●  Can determine a rich set of  
conclusions due to"

»  ‘time trace’ of amplitude of strain,"
»  Absolute calibration of the 

instrument in strain, and"
»  Excellent match to GR"



For scale:  The event  
horizon of a 36 M! black hole"
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More info: papers.ligo.org"
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Analyses in  
companion papers"

●  Effects due to GR-violations in GW150914 are limited 
to less than 4% (see the Tests of GR paper)"

●  Electromagnetic followup made by astronomy 
partners (see Localization & Follow-up paper)"

●  Expected rate of BBH mergers (see the Rates paper)"
»  2-400 Gpc-3yr-1"

●  Limit on the mass of the graviton (Testing GR):"
"
●  GW150914 demonstrates heavy stellar mass black 

holes can form in binaries and merge within a Hubble 
time; requires weak massive-star winds, possible in 
low metalicity environments (see the Astrophysical 
implications paper)"
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Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"

Localization of source,  
Hanford and Livingston LIGO detectors,  
First science run at end 2015 
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Localization of source,  
Hanford and Livingston LIGO detectors,  
First science run at end 2015 

Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"
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Localization of source,  
Hanford, Livingston and Virgo detectors,  
Observing 2016-17 

Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"
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Localization of source,  
Hanford, Livingston and Virgo detectors,  
Observing 2017-18 

Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"
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Localization of source,  
Hanford, Livingston and Virgo detectors,  
Observing 2019 

Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"
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Localization of source,  
Hanford, Livingston, Virgo, India detectors,  
Observing 2022 

Observing Scenario, focus on NS-NS Binaries  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670"



LIGO India is a GO,  
after several years of delay"
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The advanced GW detector network: 
2015-2025!
GEO600 (HF) 
2011  

Advanced LIGO  
Hanford  
2015  

Advanced LIGO  
Livingston  
2015  

Advanced  
Virgo 
2016 LIGO-India 

2022 

KAGRA 
2017 



Future Improvements: 
Reaching even further"

●  Want to fully exploit the instrument we designed"

●  But then we will all want more sensitive detectors!!
●  R&D continuing; see sensible paths to yet better  

sensitivity near-term and longer-term"
●  Factor ~1.7 in sensitivity: possible as early as 2018 (“A+”)"

»  Would give increase in event rate of ~5"

●  Use of squeezed light expected (and demonstrated)"

●  Factor 10: perhaps by 2035 (“Cosmic Explorer”)"
»  One approach would be a longer baseline –  

say, 40km instead of 4km"
»  Almost all noise sources stay constant –  

but signal grows a factor of 10"
»  Models indicate feasibility"
»  Requires global cooperation to succeed"
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LIGO Scientific Collaboration 


